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Systems Developer 
North Yorkshire       £-attractive 

 
A fantastic opportunity has arisen for someone with web development experience and a desire to deliver 
high quality work to support company growth as a Systems Developer. My client is a well-established 
environmental consultancy which leads, inspires and educates to positively impact the environment and 
society. The main purpose of this role is to ensure the company systems are used to their full potential to 
maximise and drive efficiencies and are developed to ensure a continued high level of customer service. 
Lead improvements to current processes and future developments of systems utilising the latest 
technologies. Some of your responsibilities will be but not limited to; Complete and support with web 
development tickets; Have ownership of web development projects as allocated communicating progress as 
required; Contribute code to the repository in-line with organisation branching guidelines; Submit, review, 
and approve repository pull requests; Maintain data integrity within the organisation database; Contribute 
to the maintenance of existing API integrations; Highlight opportunities for process improvements and 
efficiency savings through systems development; Contribute to the creation and maintenance of process 
documents and records of change; Be aware of new and/or unused technologies and explore and highlight 
any potential benefits of adopting; Ensure all developments fall within required standards and the business 
operates in line with industry best practice; Provide data insights to feed into senior management and wider 
team meetings; Be a backup point of contact internally for IT & phone support and customer access issues, 
to include escalating any issue to the most appropriate party (internally, or externally to the IT or phone 
support provider); Be a backup point of contact for the external phone and external IT support provider; Be a 
backup for staff IT requirements, communicating as appropriate to place orders, and maintaining records as 
required by Cyber Essentials; Carry out training with the team as required; Understand the requirements of 
Cyber Essentials and highlight any non-compliance; First point of contact for external system development 
providers. In order to be considered for this position you will have; qualifications in a related area, or some 
relevant experience in a similar role with knowledge and experience of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. You will be 
proficient with Microsoft Office with a specific focus on Excel and have a logical and methodical approach.  
You will have strong communication skills and the ability to prioritise, being able to confidently handle 
multiple tasks at once, and manage time effectively. You will work well in a team with a ‘muck in’ approach 
being flexible and highly resilient, being committed to growing with the business through a period of 
transformational change and contributing to company goal achievement. You must have a strong work ethic 
working well under pressure with excellent organisational skills and the ability to meet deadlines.  
Experience of web development, project management, PHP, JQuery and SQL would be advantageous. 

 
 

For full details, please email a copy of your CV to rebecca@Candovergreen.com 
quoting job ref: RB2619 

 

 

 


